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My book will teach you everything you need to know to find those cheapest flights and airline tickets,

and super travel deals. No b*******, just pure information you need to get yourself into a field of

travel hacking right now. No more expensive flights!The book "Cheap Airline Tickets" consists of the

introduction of buying airline tickets the usual way, full list of well-known services, but also those

you've probably never heard of. Services which will fight on your side in a battle for the best travel

deals. We will talk about when to fly when to buy, and which seats to choose. You can also expect a

full list of the best travel websites with the best deals in the world and recipe how to create your own

flights using exotic methods (error tickets) and much much more.The book will not bore you with

useless stuff you already know and is spiced with few funny stories from the airline industry. I know

few people who worked for airlines. Stories which really happened and are great to read.Book

consists information about:Buying last minute ticketsBuying flights usual way in presentHow to do

online searches the best wayAll about low-cost airlinesFlight experts and brokersWhich day buy the

ticket and best day to flyTravel Deals in the US and around the worldWhere do the deals come

fromHow to get personalized deals to your phoneIntroduction to "Fuel Dumping"How to use "ITA

Matrix"How to find super cheap tickets by yourselfAnd some info about the secret

societyIntroductions to mileage programs with useful linksSome nontraditional ways to get cheap

airline ticketsI put my few years of cheap traveling into this book with a hope it will help many people

to fulfill their travel desires so they can experience life without paying more than is necessary, and

sometimes travel completely for free.
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Really funny book, really nice photos. Author of this book about cheap flights starts with a brief

introduction to the industry with few tools you can search airline tickets - nothing groundbreaking -

but after a while the book offers more and more untraditional ways how, when, and where to buy

your tickets. It's a full view on the topic with very nice pictures, which, I presume the author took by

himself. The only thing which is missing is more info about mileage programs, but at least it saves

you time by offering adequate sources like onemileatatime.boardingarea.com (I hope this guy will

soon write a book too). Last but not least: Book is very nice and easy to read. I recommend it!

Main reason i bought this book is because i've recently booked a flight to Singapore. I still need to

purchase my return ticket and help someone out look for a RT SEA-SIN deal. After almost a month

of checking out blogs and deals for tickets, i got very curious as to how and where these real cheap

flights come from. The OTA i can understand, but the error tickets and the other surreal deals? It

really piqued my interest.I'm not a frequent flyer but we all need to fly somewhere at some point in

our life. This book opened my eyes to a new world of jargon. I can't say I'm ecstatic to start learning

all these new codes especially in the forums. But i'm more than willing to practice a trick or two i've

learned from this book and put it to the test.Time and patience is definitely needed. It's worth every

dollar I spent and the entire half of my afternoon curled up reading this.P.S. I was contemplating

between two popular cheap flight books. I got this instead of the other one because of the positive

reviews it has. So i decided to give it another well deserved good review too. :)

The book is ideal for someone who is ready to travel and the only thing he/she is dealing is the

"how". Cheap airline Tickets takes you to a journey of cheap flying. From booking the right seat to

getting hot deals to you phone via SMS. The book is about flying and flying business in general too.I

bought an e-version before I travelled to Chile to visit my boyfriend and and it saved me $200 right

away with a great search tool. This cash will be used wisely and I will buy airline tickets using



techniques described in the book again. The only thing you need is to take few hours of time and

read it. It goes very easily and I finished it fast. Next thing I bought the tickets and now I am

set.From time to time I am thinking about things written in it and referring to it quite often. It was

worth the buy.

I am planning to visit Europe and this book helped me the most from all publications I've bought

about cheap flying. I am planning to buy tickets through travel deal sites rather than a traditional

way. Moving around Europe with low-costs will be the option.I certainly knew some tricks about how

to buy cheap flights in Asia. Everyone is using Airasia, but I had no idea how to get to Europe. Now I

know and I am on my search now. I would expand the chapter about miles if would write this type of

book, but after all it's a great piece of information.

This minimalistic travel ebook really does help you to find cheap flights. It doesn't just pretend to be

handy, but actually is. Like many books of this type this one also tries to push the reader out of the

comfort zone and think out of the box. It explains easy things and those less obvious in a fun way

and is extremely easy to read.Cheap Airline Tickets is like no other book about tickets. This one

really makes it fun and you will find yourself wanting to travel right now. Everything is accessible. It's

not about money anymore, but more about your will to make the change in your life. Just read it and

you will see how you grow after few pages.This book is worth to purchase.

When I travel I want to travel smart. I am not interested about holidays resorts and last-minute

deals. I like to travel cheap and to exotic destinations for the best prices. I like to buy a ticket and

arrange my accommodation alone. And this is what this book is about. It teaches you how to buy

the cheapest flights so you can arrange your own dream. There is no need for travel agencies

anymore. You are your own master. I am giving 5 stars.

Best book! thank you

I bought this book for my brother as a present, but I couldn't resist to read it too. I had the mind of

travelling soon and travel hacking was on my mind for a long time. Reading the book has helped

strengthen me in my believe that smart traveling is my way of life. Getting cheap deals is necessary,

though. The book is very informative and meant my expectations. Thanks
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